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PREFACE 
A host of reactions, both inorganic and organic, are 
carried out in nonaqueous solvents; .still very little_:i.s 
known about the complex species existing in these solutions .. 
,. 
If one wishes to judge the likelihood of a reaction in a 
nonaqueous solvent, then one must know the type of ionic and 
molecular species whieh may be formed .. This is the first 
step in solving the thermodynamics and kinetics of such a 
system .. Physical measurements and theory may help clarify 
the situation by giving clues to the identity of the unknownso 
i 
It i's hoped this thesis will shed some light on a few 
such systemso 
I greatly appreciated and acknowledge the help and advice 
of Dro Co Mo Cunningham and Dro To Eo Moore .. 
I am indebted to Research Corporation, New York, New York, 
whose financial assistance made this researC!h possibleo I. 
also than~ Oklahoma State University-us Research Foundatiom 
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Organic acids, both monobasic and dibasic, are usually 
weak in aqueous solutionso Lithium halides are salts which 
are completely ionized in the solid state. These halides 
are strong electrolytes in aqueous solutionso The high 
dielectric constant of water, 7806 (1), facilitates the for-
mation of free ions which are capable of conducting currento 
If a weak monobasic or dibasic organic acid is added ~o an 
aqueous solution of one of t he lit hium halides., the result-
ing solution will haye a conductance only slightly higher 
than the halide Os solution provided that the s:a1 t solution 
"' 
is not too diluteo 
If the solvent is changed from water to acetone , then 
the situation i .s altered quite radically a ,Acetone has a 
dielectric cons.tant of 20047 (2) a Acetone is intermediate 
in behavior bet ween wat er and organic solvents such as 
dioxane and cyclohexane, which have dielectric constants of 
2o2 and 2o0 respectivelyo In a solvent of very low dielectric 
constant , such as dioxane, the plots of log concentration 
versus the log equivalent conductance for salts usually show 
minima .. and maxima which may be explained in terms of the 
1 
2 
equilibria that exist between ions (which conduct), ion pairs 
(which are non-conductors) and triple ions (which conduct)o 
The influence of dielectric constant on such curves has been 
shown graphically by Fuoss~and Kraus (3)o 
Association of strong electrolytes is usually negligible 
in solvents with dielectric constants above forty-one pro-
vided that the solutions are dilute~ Ion pair formation may 
be expected to occur roughly in the dielee.tric constant range 
of forty-one to ten.. Be.low a dielectric constant of ten both 
ion pair and triple ion formation will occur (4) o Therefore, 
a salt dissolved in acetone should possess some ion pairs 
which will ea~se a curve of equivalent conductance versus 
concentration to fall off more rapidly than expectedo At 
high concentrations 9 ten.th-molar and above, this effect may 
be pronounced and extrapolation of such curve back to zero 
concentration may lead to erroneously high value of the 
I, 
equiva1ent conductance at infi.nite dilutiono 
, ..· 
Lithium iodide, lithium bromide and lithium chloride 
are moderately strong electrolytes in acetoneo Their solu-
tions probably contain i.on pairs and perhap5 othei:r associated 
spec:ieso Monoiodoi};luccinic acid, monob:romosuccinic acid and 
',ji, 
monochlorosuccinic acid are all very weak acids in acetone; 
in fact nearly all mono- and dibasie org'anic acids are very 
weak in acetoneo It is extremely difficult to measure the 
dissociation of organic acids in acetone because of their 
The problem at hand is to explain the change in con-
ductance caused by the addition of monohalosuccinic acids to 
3 
the c-0rresponding lithium halides in acetone solutions., One. 
would think that the variation in conductance should be 
slight, for the number of ions should only be increased by 
negligible amounts by successive increments of acid; pro-
vided salt, acid and solvent behave as an ideal solution~ 
Experimental results show that systems involving mono-
halosuccinie acids and the corresponding lithium halides are 
far f:r,om ideal in referenGe to -the ·conductance of their so-
lutionS,o · This i:s graphically shoyrn in Figures 1, 2 and 3., 
' 
Figure"l shows that the ~pecific conductance of a 0.,01 
. . 
molal solution of lithium iodine decreases on additions o:f' 
monoiodosucctnic acido An aQetone solution which is 0.,01 
molal in lithium iodide and 0~20 molal in monoiodosuccinic 
acid shm,rs a. sipecific conductance ·tha'.t is three-quarters of 
the specific conductance 'Of' a OoOl molal solution of lithium 
iodide alone., 
Figure 2 shows that the specific conduetanee,of a OoOl 
molal solution of' lithium bromide increases on addi·tions of 
monobromosuccinic acido An acetone solution O,;Ol molal in 
lithium brom.ide' and Oo20 molal in monobromosurceinic acid in 
acetone shows a specific conductance which is one and one-
half times the specific conductance of OoOl molal solution 
of lithium bromideo 
Figure 3 shows that the specific conductance of' OQOl 
molal solution of lithium chloride in acetonei increases 
greatly on additions of monochlorosuccinie acid" A solution 
·i ·, I 
that is OoOt molal in lithium chloride and Oa20 molal in 
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FIG. 2 THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING 0.01 MOLAL LITHIUM BROMIDE 
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FIG. 3 THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING 
0.01 MOLAL LITHIUM CHLORIDE PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF 




five times the speed.fie conductance of' a OoOl molal solution 
of lithium chlorideo 
This thesis attempts to explain. the unexpected elec-
trical conductance of these systems by investigation of 
similar systems of an lnorgani.c salt and ,an organic acid in 
anhydrous ace·toneo These investigations are accomplished 
by electrochemical methodso 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Literature Concerning the Problem 
Olson, Frashier and Spieth (5) have investigated the 
rate of racemization of 1-bromosuccinie acid and dimethyl 
1-bromosuccinate by lithium bromide in acetone solution. 
They found that the rate of reaction was first order with 
respect to the bromide ion concentration, but the specifi~ 
rate constant decreased on increasing the concentration of 
acid or ester. Olson and Cunningham (6) found the electrical 
conductance of OoOl molal solution of lithium bromide to in-
crease 30% upon making the solution OG2 molal in bromosuccinic 
acidG When dimethyl bromosuccina~e was substituted for the 
I 
acid there was a decrease in electrical conductivity of 6%G 
If lithium perchlorate was substituted for lithium bromide, 
the electrical conductance fell off linearly as successive 
amounts of bromosuccinic acid were addedo These experiments 
indicate that there may be some type of association between 
the bromide ion and the acid or part of the acid that is not 
favorable for inversion but which does increase the electrical 
conductivit y of the system" 
Franklin and Kraus (7) showed that the mass action law 
can be applied to nonaqueous solutionso They found that 
8 
Sq.lts dissolved in liquid ammonia obey the mass action law 
fairly well a:t high dilutiono Dutoit and Gyr (8) verified 
that the mass action law is followed by electrolytes in 
numerous other solventsQ 
Kraus and Bray (9) studied electrolytes in liquid 
ammonia, liquid sulfur dioxide and some organic solventsQ 
9 
In every ease the mass action law was obeyedQ The mass law. 
for binary electrolytes, disregarding activity coefficients, 
may be formulated as follows~ 
k-'- ca2 ~\r:a (1) 
where ,g_ is the total salt eoneentration, .s. is the degree o:f 
dissociation and tis the dissociation constanto If~, the 
degree of dissociation, is made equal to the conduetance 
ratio (1111\a) and this value o.f ~ is substituted into the 
mass action law, ·then the following equation is obtained: 
l = 1 o (el( ) + L 
I\ kAo 2 Ao (2) 
When (c ) i.s plotted against; 11\ , the intercept of this 
linear equation will be 1/Ao , while the slope will be equal 
2 to l/k/\b o Therefore, by use of this type of' plot, both the 
equivalent eonductanee at in.finite dilution and the dissoci-
ation constant can be obtained, provided that very dilute 
solutions are used in obtaining conductance datao 
Dutoit and Levrier (10) using the above method computed 
the equivalent conductances at infinite dilution and the 
dissociation constants of' lithium iodide, lithium bromide and 




OBSERVED VALUES FOR THE DISSOCIATION CONSTANTS AND 
THE.EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCES AT INFINITE DILUTION 
OF LITHIUM HALIDES IN ACETONE AT 180 C (10) 









K, the dissoc'iation constant 
2o7 X lQ-3 
4.,9 X 10-J+ 
8,.2 X 10-5 
'I'he tabulated data indic''ate that lithium iodide is a 
stronger electrolyte than lithium bromide, which in turn is 
stronger "than lithium chloride .. 
Dippy, Jenkins and Page (11) made conductivity measure-
ments on uni-univalent salts in acetone .. They found in-
flections in the plots of equivalent conductance· versus 
square root of concentration at; moderate concentrationso 
Below and abo·ve t;he fl:rsrt inflection point, two fairly 
straight lines are obse:r'vedo The line obtained from the 
points representing more dilute solutions should :represent 
a region where the ions are fai.rly free of ionic interactio:ns,. 
The slope of' thi.s line should be the Onsager ·tangent., The 
second line represer1ts a :r.egi.on of ion pair formation and 
the conductances fall off more rapidly, as shown by the re-
sults with potassium and sodium iodideo This second line 
appears to follow 11Kohl:rausch' s law of .independent· ion 
migrationtB, but the value of equivalent conducta:nce at 
infinite dilution obtained by extrapolating this line to zero 
concentration is too higho 
In the work of Dippy, Jenkins and Page (11) a. salt in 
one sample of acetone gave consistently higher values of the 
11 
equivalent ~onduetance than the identical salt in another 
batch of acetoneo This observation was explained by solvent 
eonductance, but may have been due to different amounts of 
water in their acetone sampleso 
The several experimental values of the equivalent con-
duetanees at infinite dilution do not agree very well for 
the salts sodium iodide, potassium iodide, ammonium iodide 
and lithium bromide in acetoneo (See Table II) One possible 
cause for this variation is water content, which changes with 
the experimental acetoneo 
TABLE II 
EQUIVALENT CONDUC'.l'ANCES IN mho.s/cm2 AT INFINITE DI7 
LUTION OF SODIUM IODIDE, POTASSIUM IODIDE, AM'.MONitfM 















Olson and Konercny (15) used the E'uoss:-Kraus method to 
determine how the diSS\oclatio:n t~o:nstant; of" l'i th.ium bromide 
·v·arie:s wi.th ·the amount;s o:t'" water p:r:•esH:m.t i.n acetone"' The 
greater the ·water content. of the acetone, 'the larger becomes 
the di.ssociati.on constant of lithium bromide w.hile the 
equiiralent conductance at; infinite dilu'tion deereaseso A 
small part of the drop of the equivalent eonduetanee at 
infinite dilution may be due to an increase in v'iseosity 
I 
caused by the loss of mobility of the lithium ion, whic~ is 
highly sol vated in water"' Konecny shm..red the absenGe of 
:solvation of li thiurn ion in dry acetone by calcu,la-tion of 
12 
,,s,, the effeGtive mean diameter, (16)., Kone.c:ny states: "The 
value .a changes gradually from slightly less than the sum 
of ionic crystal radii (17) to the sum of fully hydrated 
radii as the water content of the acetone is increased.,n 
Reynolds and Kraus (2) have used the Fuoss-Kraus method 
to compute the equivalent conductances at infinite dilution 
and dissociation constants for a number of ionic compounds 
--.. 
i.n acetoneo These compounds usually contain one ion which 
is organic and another ion whieh is inorganic .. These authors 
have used Fowler 1 s method (18) to calculate the ionic con-
ductance·s or these compounds o Fowler f'ound that the ionie 
eonduetance of tetra-a-butylammonium (67ol mho/em2 ) equals 
the ionie conductance of triphenylfluoride (67.,1 mho/cm2) in 
acetoneo If the equi v:alent conduetanee at in,fini te dilution 
is known. for a compound containing one of these ions, then 
the ionic conductance of' t;he other ion can be computed by 
subtracting 67ol mho/~m2o This procedure can be used to 
develop a whole series of ionic conductanceso The following 
tabula't;,ed i.onic conductances were obtained by Reynolds and 
Kraus~ 
TABLE III 
SOME CATIONIC AND ANIONIC CONDUGTANCES IN mhos/cm2 
AT INFINITE DILUTION IN ACETONE .!AT 250 C., (2) 
Anions ~; Cations 
Gl04 - 11503 Li+ 
Br .... 11509 Na+ 







The equivalent conductances at infinite dilution of the 
salts $how:n in Table IV were eomputed by adding the appro-
priate ionic condu~taneeso 
TABLE IV 
THE EQUIV'.ALENT. CONDUCTANCES IN mhos/cm2 AT INFINITE 
DILUTION bF SOME SALTS IN ACETONE AT 250 Cl) 
Salt /11> 
Li Br 188<>7 




Reynolds and Kraus found the dissociation eonsta:nts 
of potassium iodide a~d potassium thiocyanate to be 8a02 x 
10-3 and 3 o 82 x 10-3 rerspecti vely" The acetone used in these 
experiments was dried in an alumina column, so some water may 
have been presento 
Aeeascina and Schiavo (19) found the equivalent con-
ductance at i.n:finite dilution for lithium perchlorate to be 
187030 This 1.s good agreement with the calculated units 
value in Table IVo 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES USED TO OBTAIN THE EXPERIMENTAL CHEMICALS 
The Need for Dry Acetone 
Small trace amounts of water in acetone cause a radical 
change i.n i t;si properties asi a solvento For instance 1 the 
quoted Vqlues for the solubility of salts in acetone in 
nseidell ~s Solubilities 1H (20) are usually too hlgh because 
wet acetone has been usedG 
A Solution of a salt in acetone is affected by traee 
amounts of water o The ionic mobil.i ty of the ions usually 
deereases 9 but the number of free ions and the solubility 
of the salt increases; thus there is an increase in con-
ductanoeo The ionizat;lon constant;' is also usually inrc:reas~do 
'I1herefore !1 to obtain reproducibLe experimental J?esul ts, 
one must use reproduci.ble aceto:neo 'I'he a();eto:ne should be as 
dry as possible~ for the presence of water i;n:troduces addi-
tional variables such as wa"ter-solvated ions, ·which only make 
the pictu.re mo:re eompl,ex.o Later l't will be i:iho-wn tha·t values 
of the equiyalent conductance at infinite dilution for various 
salts rva-ry over quite a wide range depending on the qryness of 
the experimental acetoneo 
There must be some ba3eline so that oµe ear1 compare bis 
)_ 
results with the results o:(otherso Pure solvent is usually 
14 
this baseline as far as physical eonstants are COlleerned .. 
Thus to .. compare results, the dryness bf one's acetone _should 
be d.etermined and results extrapolated baek to dry acetone .. 
Difficulties in Preparing Anhydrous Acetone 
Man:v experimenters hav·e tried to pr~·par13 anhydrous 
acetone~ Some. claim their aeetone is absolutelr dry without 
adequa·te proo(o- The real question is how ean one tell whe:a 
the aeetone is dry and pureo 
Lazm.ung (21) was interested in obtaining the solubi:J.ity 
of inorganic salts in aeetone .. He therefore prepared what 
he considered to- be dry acetone .. Lannung satur{lted this 
acetone with an inorganic salt at 18° c .. and 37° Co and then 
measured the specif'ie eo:aductanee of the resulting ~oluti'.onso 
He then added small amounts of water to the acet1;me a.nd'<:'re-
peated the above proeed.ureo 
Mysel$ (22) has summarized Lannu:ng .' s work as follows: 
Cesium iodide and cesium bromide, hav_e high conductance in 
anhydrous acetone which is affected slightly by additions of 
small amou.13.ts of water o The other salts studied by Lannung --
cesium fluoride; eesi.um chloride, :rubidium ehloride, potassium 
chloride, sodium chloride and potas&iium fluor:ide -- have low 
eonduetaJ1ees which are strongly affected by traee amou:ats of 
watero 
Mys els has take:a La.n;nung. es data for salts strom.gly: ,: 
affected by moisture and plotted specific eonduetanee-x 106 
· against trace amounts of water added0 These plots give 
16 
straight lines of various slope.so Mysels has then assumed 
that the conductance of these salts should be zero in abso-
lutely dry acetoneo Extrapolation of these straight lines 
to zero conductance indicates that Lannung~s acetone con-
tained 0'°2 t;o o .. 3 weight per cent water,, 
Since the specific eonduetance versus weight-per cent 
water-added curve for cesium fluoride has the steepest slope 
of all, the co.nd'uetance of cesium fluoride solutions will 
change to a greater extent for an identical increment of 
water th.an that of any of the other salt solutions in this 
group" This being the case, Mysels suggested that one could 
use cesium fluoride for the detection of water in acetone" 
Mysels d:td not consider all the properties of cesium 
f"luorideo The salt is very hydroseop.ico It picks up 
moisture from any available source and must be vacuum-dried 
before o:ne can obt;ain reproducible conductance data,,,. The 
curve produced by plotting per ee:r.at by weight of water added 
to aeetone versus the speeif'ic conductance of these acetone 
solutic:ms sat,urated with ce65Jium fluoride does not give a 
straight line; instead, it was: f'ound by experiment to give 
a curve which is concave upward (Figure 4)" 
If a small amount of water is added to an acetone solu-
tion saturated with cesium fluoride, more free·· ions are 
undoubtedly produced., The inerease in the ntunber of free 
ions in the solution is surely propor;tional to the amount of 
water added and to the conductance inerease provided the 
addition is le~si than 0,,1 per cent water by weight,, and the 
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FIG. 4 THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS SATURATED WITH CESIUM FLUORIDE 
PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF ADDED WATER. 
I-' 
"'3 
It is also probab+y correct to assume that salts even 
undissolved in absolute acetone forms some free ionsQ If 
this is the ease the curve should become asymptotie to the 
per cent water by weight, the ordinate, as the acetone 
approaehes drynesso 
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In spite of the above objections, it is still agreed 
that conductance wo·uld be a good method of measuring the 
water content of acetoneo If one could determine the absp-
lute amoun't of water in one sample of acetone by some other 
means, then the cur·ve could be standardized., Such a curve 
would be very useful for water detectioao 
Lucchesi (23) has found a band i.n the acetone spectrum 
at 3600cm-l whit~h is strongly affected by trace amounts of' 
watero He thinks the band is due to intermolecular hydrogen 
bondlng between acetone and wa.tero If the concentration of 
water added is plotted agatn.st absorbance at 3600cm-l a 
Beerfs law plot is obtainedo ~fa smooth curve from such a 
plot i.s extrapolated. to zer·o absorbance, :i.t should give an 
·estimate of the amount; of" water in the sample of acetone o 
The assumption made is that the 3600A -1 band should give .... m 
100% absorbance for absolute acetoneo The 1.n:frared instru-
ment iR t,bis laboratory would :not measure in the range needed 
for the determination of water, in. acetone by this methodo 
The Karl Fischer reagent ean also be used to determine 
the amount of water in aeetoneo To do this one must first 
treat the pcetone with a dioxane s~lution of hydrogen eyanide 
which converts the acetone to the eyanohydrin and prevents 
! 
its reaetio:m. wi.th the Karl Fischer reagento The water is 
then titrated with Karl Fiseher reagento Since the method 
- . . 
is only accurate to fi:ve partis: in a thousand, this test is 
not suitable for highly dried acetone (24)0 
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The above paragiaphs show ·that it is exceedingly diffi-
cult to determine the exact quantity of water in a sample of 
11 d:ry11 acetoneo. Thus absolute acetone i.s an intangible goal 
which one strives for but cannot be certain of reaching be-
cause of the uncertainty in the determination of water content., 
Timmermans arid Gillo (25') discuss the purificatio:m of 
acetone in a comprehensive wayo The principal trouble in 
drying acetone lies in the fact that basic drying agents 
cause aldol condensati.on; therefore, some type of acidic 
dryi.D.g agent or agents must be usedo Calcium suJ.fate or 
alumina might be used, but the great; affinity of acetone .for 
water at low conrcentrations renders these :reagents uselesso 
Dis·tillation fails for the ialrune reason'° Aeetone forms an 
azeotropi.c mixture wi i;h carbon disulfide which might be the 
basis of a. method of pu:rif"i.cationo 
Timmerman~ and Gillo (25) recommend the use of the acidic 
drying agent, phosphorus pentoxi.de, . on. glass :rods or glass 
woolo If pho~pho:rus pen.toxide i1S added directly to boiling 
acetone, the follcYii.Yi.:o.g :iroeaiet:i.on, among others, takes place: 
' 
0 CH 
3CH3-~1-iCH,~ _P205) 3H O + 1·0'·3 
,.;, 2 CH3 CH3 
The water in turn reacts with the phosphorus pentoxide to 
form phosphoric · acido 1"hi.s :reaction partially defeats the 
purpose, ioeo, drying, and converts the acetone to mesitylene 
20 
which in turn. must be removedo The rate of this :reaetio:n is 
high a·t the boiling point of acetone (5601° Co), but at 
lower tempe:ratures it is relatively slow (room temperature 
and below) o 
To avoid these difficmlties, acetone is vacuum-distilled 
through glass wool or glass rod coated with phosphorus 
pentoxideo Under these condidtion~ one should obtain acetone 
which eontains OoOOl weight per eent watero 
To sum up one ea:i:1 say that both the preparation of ndryn 
acetone and the determination of its water content are 
difficulto 
Preparation of Solvent 
:Sak;er ~ s reagen.t grade acetone was firi:rt shaken with 
iealcium sulpb.at;e fol' ten minute~; then the bottle eontaining 
the a.eetone and ca.lieil:tm sulphate was stored for fort;y-eight 
hours J.n the darko 
This acetone wasi then d:r0ied by the method of Timmerman 
a:nd Gillo (23) (appa1°atus Bhown i.n Figure 5, Diagram A)o 
Pred:r:Led BakeiC' ~ ~ :reager.d; grade acet:orJ,e wa$ poured into flask 
A until i·t f.llled the 11,rtop,cock: key o The stopcock A was then 
closedo 'J?he flask A was attached to the system an.d the 
system was e·vaeuated for one houro The stcpeoek B. connecting 
to the vacuum system was then closedo A two-liter Dew~r 
Fla.sk containing Dry Ice and acetone was arranged so that 
the Dry Ice-acetone mixture covered fla1sk Bo Stopcock A was 
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DIAGRAM B 
FIG. 5 THE APPARATUS USED IN DRYING ACETONE, DIAGRAM A, 
AND A MODIFIED SHEDLOVSKY DILUTION FLASK CELL ANO, 
WEIGHING PIPETTE, DIAGRAM B. 
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containing the phosphorus pento:x:ide on glass woole 'I1he 
acetone condensed in f"lask Band was completely distilled 
into flask Bin twelve to twenty-four hours" 
Sources of Solutes 
Analytical reagent grade lithium bromide and lithium 
chloride were purchased from the Fisher Chemical Company., 
Lithium iodide was purchased from the Delta Chemical 
Company o The salts were dried for forty-eight hours in a 
vacuum overi at 100° Co and stored in a desiccatoro Their 
acetone solutions were prepared in a dry box., 
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Raeemic bromosuccini~ acid was prepar,ed by Holmberg is 
meth6d (26~ 27) o The preparatior1 follows in modified form: 
To a o:ne-li ter :r•our.1ad ... bot·~om flaskj 35 go of asparagine 
and 1.50 mlo of satux"ated hyd:r0 obromic: acid were addedo The 
solution was refluxed for, t·wo ho1u•s to hydrolyze the ami.de 
group so (When aspartic acid wa~ av·ailable, refluxing was 
omi ttedo) 
The m.i.xtU?e was cooled t;o 5o Co aft;er adding 93 go of 
sodium bromide and 100 mL1 of' water., Then 35 go of sodium 
nitrite was dissolved in 55 mlo (!'f water and added dropwise 
into the mi::icture f'rom a ;g;eparato:r0 y f'w..:nelo The addition of 
this solution t,ook one houro '.:£1he one-liter beaker eio.ntain-
irig the mixtu:re was kept in ice and water to hold the tem-
perature below 5° Co An electric stirrer kept the mixture 
agi tatedo The- ev·olution of bromine vapors required the use 
of a hoodo Ten minutes after the last; nitrite .had been 
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addedj) a cool mistu:re of 15 mlo of concentrated sl1lfuric 
acid and 75 mlo of water was addedo Ten minutes thereafter 
the bromosueeinic acid was extraeted with ether in a f'ive-
1:i.ter separatory funnelo One portion of 200 mlo and three 
portions of 100 mlo ea.eh were usedo Each extraction mixture 
was shaken for ten minuteso Ea.ch e.xtrac:·t was transferred to 
an evaporating disho The dish was warmed under a hood by a 
hot plate turned low, and a blower was directed on the con-
tent;so The aeid cr'ystallized wlthout dlfficmlty, but it 
formed a ic:rust over the water" which accumulated from the wet 
ethero As ~oon as mo~t of the ether had evaporated, the hot 
plate was turned off, and the crust was sieraped to one sideo 
The aeid dried 'to pale yellow <ery~t;also 
The arcid wa~ dissobred in 125 mlo of acetone, and t,he 
solution was filtered through a fine sintered-glass :f'iltero 
After 150 mlo of thiophene-f:r,ee benzen.e wa~ added, i;he :mix-
ture was e,raporated to one-tenth volumeo The recrystallized 
aicdd wai9l reieo17ered by fJ.ltratio:n, and washed w:i th 100 mlo of 
bianzeneo About 25 go of snnw-""'whi.t:e needles with melting 
point~ o:f' 159-160° Co were ob'tainedo Beilstein gives a melt-
ing point of 160-161° Co (28)o 
Raeem:i.e i.odosuc,eini.c at!iil was prepared :erom bromo-
suceinie acdd by the method of West;erlund (29), whieh follows: 
B'our gx•ams of monob:r0 omosu~einlc acid was dis.solved in 
·ten grams of acertoneo Thxee grams of sodium iodide was also 
di~solved in ten grams o:f acetone; then the two solutions 
were mixedo A <e.l,ear solution wa:s produ~ed ·which clouded in 
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a few seconds due to the precipitation of sodium b:romide and 
the mixture beeame brownish-red from the free iodine pro-
du~edo The next day the ~olution was filtered to remove 
the $JOdi um bromi.de o The acetone was then allowed to evap-
orate at room temperatu:reo The residue was dried in a 
desieeator filled with sulfuric acido After drying, the 
yield was about five grams of' red-brown crystalso This 
crude iodosu~einie acid was then dissolved in twenty grams 
ot wate:ro The ~olution was deeolorized with_. a water solu-
·'" 
tion of sulfurous a~ido The ~r.oduct was recovered by three 
extra~tions with ether of the· ;same volume as the solution .. 
Colorless crystals with a melting point of 135-140° Co were 
obtained from these extraetionso Westerlund (29) gives a 
melting pol:n.t of 138-1>+0° Co for d.1-iodosuccinic acit't, 
The iodosucici:ni~ acid was: kept; in a brown bottle in 
the dark; after~ monthy some detGomposition,was :noted in 
which fr,ee iodine wa.Sl p:rod:u(;edo 
Dimethyl dl-bromosueein.ate 1$ prepared as fdllows: 
Twenty gram.SI ot dl-b?'omo:surccinie acid was di.si$olved in 
nine grams of methyl ale;oholo '.111en three g:rams of ·eoneen-
t::rated sulfuri.c aci.d was added "to the solut:iono This mix-
tur,e was refluxed for' hto hOUl"'So After refluxing, fifteen 
CCo of water was added to the mixtureo The dimethyl dl-
bromosucci.nate ·t1ra.~ extracted .from the mixture with three 
20 mlo aloquots of ethero The ester was reeovered by dis-
tillim.g off the ethe1• and the residual pale yellow liquid 
was dried over ~aleium sultateo The c~ude dimethyl dl-
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bromosuecinate was distilled under htgh vacuum@ The result-
ing distillate was a clear colorless oil with a boiling point 
of 134° Co at 30 mmo Beilstein (30) gives a boiling point of 
132-136° Co at 30 mmo for dimethyl dl-bromosuecinateo 
Analytical reageni; grade sodium perchlorate, potassium 
perchlorate and lithium perchlorate were obtained from the 
Fishel' Chemi~al Comparry o 'rhese sa.1 ts were ·vacuum-dried at 
50° CG· for two dayso Their acetone solutions were prepared 
in a dry bozo 
Analyti«:!!al :reagent g::rade suecinic aci.d'.t ,::,,(-bromopropionie 
acid and )3 -bromopropionie were obtained from the Brothers 
Chemical Companyo 
CHAPTER IV 
THE .APPARATUS USED TO DETERMINE CONDUC~tANCES 
The ApparatuSl 
.A vait:ruum-t;ube o~cillato:r· a:uppl:led a frequency of 1000 
cy~les per (1)eeondo The signal wa,~ amplified by a three-
stage va~uum tube amplifier which was eonnected to a 
Wheatstone bridge eontainirig a modified Wager groundo Ome 
arm of the b1°idge was a ;Jcm.es and Bollinger conductance 
(f,eJ11 (31) o :L'b.e AC br1.dge and amplJ.fier used in ther:1e ex-
periment~ ha:e been. de~el'ibed by Luder (32)o 
The cell eon~t.an.t:ISJ of' t;he th:re,ae conductance cells used 
in the&ie expei:l&"imentsi were determined by the method of' Jcm.es 
and B:radsha:w (33) o All the ~ell$l we1•e equipped w.i th shiny 
platd.num ele\{lltI"ode~o 
Th.e tempera'tu.1"e of' a th®:rmo/$'Gati.re mi:neral oi.1 bat;h was 
maintained at; 25 !. o05° Co All re1Sistances were measured 
at this tempe1~atureo 
.A modified Shedlo·vsky fla.:sk cell (34) with a ·w·eighin.g 
pipette C$lhow:n by Figo ,,~ Diagram B~ Page 21) waS1 used to 
determine the conductan~es of' a ~e:rier61 of' dilute solutions 




Figwz,es 6 and 7 .sihow Fuoss-Kraus plot (35', 36, 37) of 
lithium ehlo:r:i.de and lithium bromide, respe~tively, in 
aeetoneo Figure 8 i,frjhO'lflrn Fuoss-Kra.us plots of lithium per-
chlorate j 8odium :perchlorate ar1d potassium perchlorate in 
acetoneo All experimental data were obtained at 25° Co 
Experimental data for lithium iodi.de were obtained but 
were quite e:r·:r:'atie-probably due .to the aJ.r oxidation of the 
iodideo So,lutioni~ o:t~ li th.:lmn lod:i.de arid. sodi.um iodide were 
,c:lear when made but beeame pale yellow on stru1dingo 
If the ionic condm::~tax1t::e of the per~hl.orate ion at 
infinite dilution in aeetome iifil taken ats 11503 (2 51 19), then 
the i.oni.~ eond.uceta:nce at :inf"ini te di.lu·ti.on f'or ·the other 
expe:x?imental ion ean be i~omput;ed and t;abulat,ed (Table V') o 
'I~able V also give/$ ·the dl[,;_;~ociation com;,1tan.t~ and 'the equiv-
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~:BE. DISSOCIA;roN CONST.A]IJ"J:'S' THE EQUIV-ALENT CONDUCTANCES 
nr- mhos/cm ' AT UJFINITE DILUTION AND THE CATIONIC 
AND ANIONIC CONDUCTANCES n:r mhos/cm2 OJ:i, ALKALI METAL 
HALIDES AND ALKALI ME'rAL PERCHLORNI'ES DETERMINED 
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The d:i.ssoQiatio:n constants of the perc:hlo:rates increase 
as the metal becomes more eleetropositiveo 
The dissoeiatio:n co:ns'tan:ts. of the lithium halides show 
a sharp deerease as the attached non-metals become more 
electronegativeo This simply shows the existence of more 
ion pairs in a lithium chloride solution than in a lithium 
bromide solution whi~h in turn has more ion pairs than 
lithium iodide solutiono The lithium-halide bond is still 
ioni~'.l but lithium halides, as solutes, apparently go into 
acetone in the form of ion pairso The solubilities of the 
iodide and the bromide increase with temperature ·while the 
solubili:ty or the chloride decreases; ·thus iodide and bromide 
have a n.ega·ti ve heat of solution while ·the chloride has: a 
posi·ti.ve heat of solu'tiono One can facilitate the solution 
o.f' li thi run ic:hloride in acetone by e ooling the systemo The 
f'luoride is almost ir.1.solu'ble :i.n acetoneo The mechanism of 
solution must grad.ua.1.ly change from ionic ·to ion-pairo 
.Ap;Pater:rtly~ ion pair~ do not have as much tendency to solvate 
as do ionso 
The catio:nie cor1d.ut~'tawe:e at i.nf:i.J:li te dilution. inc::reases 
as one goes from lithium to sod:ium to potassi.um; therefore, 
oY:1.e would. :predi.ct; the cor:r,e:spo:rJ.di.ng condm;·tance o:f' :rubidium 
would be about; 100 mhos/cm.2o 
The ani.on.ic eonductanees at infi.ni te dilution inerea.se 
in the following order: Chloride, i.odide, thiocyanate~ 
perchlorate a:nd bromi.deo 
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Figure 9 shows that the ISlpeeific conductance of chloro-
::mccinic acid is negli.gi ble compared to the specific con-
ductance of any of the salts studied while Figure 10 shows 
the same is true for bromosueeinie acid., 
Figure 11 presents the af'fect of trace.· amounts of. water 
in a9etoneo The two, specitie conductance curves have 
ide:n.tic:al shapes, but the eu.rve showing higher speeific eon-
du~tan~es ·fura~ obt;ained with the acetone con·taining more 
wate:r· a The water ~a.uses the lithium bromide ion pair-ion 
equili'brium to shift toward ·the ioni.c sideo The increased 
ionie concentration causes the i.nc:rease in specific con-
duct;ance., The <ti'ater cont.ant only shifts the curve up and . 
down; therefore, small amounts of water apparently have no 
'bearing on the ano:maldu.8 jump :i.n conductance of thi.s .systemo 
F~._g-urE'l 1.2 a:t.ww·&il ·that; ii1Ul(;llC:e1Ssive a.a.di t:ions of. i.odo-
sucie:Lr.ti1: a.c:1.d to a Oo01. m0l.al ~olu·tion of' siodium iodide 
same measu:r·emerrts are repeated on. t;he same solutions twen·ty-
four hour~ lat;er, the e1u1·ve s:i.nks in the middle,·showing that 
some type of' chemi~al change II'.!! are taking place in ·the solu-
tionso l"l:+e iodide solutions may fi.rst react w:tth atmospheri.e 
oxygeno Iodide ions may then form a seJ."i.es o:f' complex ions 
as i~ .aqueous solution$o The iodine-containing solutions 
investigated in this re~eareh are a problem in themselves 
and present another facet more complex than the general 
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When smccesrsi ve increments of a<: -bromopropionic (Figure 
13) or P -bromopropioni.c acid (Figure 14) are added to· OoOl 
molal solution of lithium bromide, there is a general in-
crease in the conductance curyeso The slightly stronger 
oC -bromopropionie acid gi.v-es a marked increase in specific 
conductance when compared to J3-bromopropionic acid" Both 
acids are extremely weak in acetone., This indicates that 
inherent acid strength is in some way associated with the 
mechanism of' the increase in conductance obser'\l'ed in these 
Figure 15 shows that successive,additions of dimethyl 
dl-bromosuccinate t;o a OoOl molal solution of lithium bromide 
causes a sllght linear decrease in t;,he specific conduetanee 
cur-veo 1rhis decrease is probably due to an increase i.n the 
viseosi ty· cif the solution. caused by t;he dimethyl dl-bromo-, 
succinateo 
F'i.gure 16 shows that w'l1en ;succe:sslve amounts of bromo-
isuccin:ic aci.d are added t;o 0.,01 molal solution of' lithium 
pe:rcchlorate ~ there :Ls a Blight..; 1..inea:r decline in the specific 
conductance curveo 'r'.he ions f'ormed by lithium perchlorate 
apparently do not part;lt]i.pai:;e in the type of' a;ssociat:ion 
that; e:x:i st;s i.n li th.i um l:.Ir0 om1.de -bromosuccinic acid systemo 
It appears that; the lithium ton i t:s:elf' is not an intrinsic 
part of t:he. mec:hanJ.sm which eau:ses increased specific con-
ductance in the li.thium b:rom:tde-bromosuccinic acid systemo 
I:f increments o:f bromo/Bucein.ic acid are added to OoOl 
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cux1re (Figure 17) is obtained,, The curve decreases in the 
middle when the co.nduc:tance measurements are repeated twenty-
four hours later on the same solutionso This seems to again 
i:ro.dicate that the iodide ion i.s complexing to produce larger 
ions, inactive molecules:, or is chemically reacting with 
atmospheric oxygeno 
When succe1SJSJive increments of bromosuccinie acid are 
added to OoOl molal solutions o.f lithium chloride, one ob-
tai.ns an increase in the specific conductance curve (Figure 
18)a When measurements are repeated on the same solutions 
twent;y-four houJ:s later, one obtains a further in.crease in 
the spe(cific conductance curve a This curve is .like the curve 
,, 
produced in the lithium chlori.de-chloro~uccinic acid system 
which may indicat.e that; bromine of t:he acid is exchanging 
with the chloride ion of the salt" 
I:!' Oa05 molal .li.t;hium chlorlde i;s used int.rtead of 0.,01 
molal j th~n a laI"ger inc:rea~e in the ~pecif'ic conductance 
cu::rye ls obtained, but the cu:rves have essentially the same 
The method of cre.mti.nuous \Tariat;ion iis o.t''ten used to de-
te:rmine the combining weight.s: of the component:s of a cornpl.exo 
The <0oneent;rat.i.on o:f "the two com.ponent;iS "t<vhi.ch make up the 
comp.lex are varied ::w their combined concent:rati.on i.s equal 
to a constant and a phy~li.rcal property which is pro:por'tional 
to the complex concerrt::iratlon i.s measmred for the series of 
combinations to determine a maximum qr minlmu'° The concen.-
tration of one componerd::. di v·ided. by the concentration of the 
other at the ma:x:immn or mlnimum 5hould give the combining 
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If co~centrations of a lithium halide and an organic 
acid are varied so that their combined concentrations equal 
a constant while the speci.fi.c conductances for the series 
of solutions are measured, a maximum is observed at a con-
centration of two lithium halides to one organic acid., 
(Data shown in Tables VI, VII, VIII and IX)" However, when 
the concentrations of' lithium bromide and bromosuceinie acid 
were held at the constant low value of 0"03 molal, no maximum 
was observedo (Table X) o 
Since the specific conductance is approximately pro-
portional to the total number of ions in solution when their 
mobilities are nearly equal, the maxima should be a function 
of tot;al ionic concen'trationo The maxima may then be ex-
plained in each catSe by an ais:sociation of & halide ion with 
the organic aeid, if the followi.ng assumptions are made: the 
ionization corrnt;ant of the lithium hal.i.de remains unchanged, 
the mobility of the ions remains un~hanged, the change in 
viscosity has WJ appreciable effect and the acti.vity co-
eff'icierrt;s are n.eglect:edo The specific conductance then be-
comes p:rcopo:rtional to t"tvlce the lithium ion concentrationo 
TABLE VI 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE;S OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING LITHIUM 
BROMIDE .AND BROMOSUCCINIC ACID VARIED SO THEIR COMBINED 
MOLALITIES GIVE A Oo30 MOLAL SOLUTION 
Molali.ty of Molality of Specific Conductance 



















THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCES OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING LITHIUM 
BROMIDE AND oC-BROMOPROPIONIC ACID VARIED SO THEIR 
COMBINED MOLALITIES GIVE A Oo30 MOLAL SOLUTION 
47 
Molality of Molality of,:,<. - Specific Conductance 
in mhos/cm2 x 103 Lithium Bromide Bromopropionic Acid 
Oo30 OoOO 2o41 
0.,25 Oo05 2o67 
0.,20 OGlO 2o78 




Oo05' Oo25 1.,54 
OoOO Oo30 0.;00824 
TABIB VIII 
TEE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCES OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING LITHIUM 
BROMIDE .AND -8-BROMOPROPIONIC ACID VA.RIED SO THEIR 
COMBINED MOL.ALITIES GIVE A Oo30 MOL.AL SOLUTION 
48 
Molali ty of Molali ty of P - Specific Gondueta:o,ce 
i~ mhos/em2 x lOj Lithium Bromide Bromopropionic Acid 
Oo30 OoOO 2.,41 
Oo25 Oo05 2.,50 
Oo20 OolO 2o48 
Ool5 Ool5 2<>31 
OolO Oo20 lo87 
Oo05 Oo25 lo31 
OoOO Oo30 000103 
TABLE IX 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCES OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING LITHIUM 
CHLORIDE AND CHLOROSUCCINIC ACID VARIED SO THEIR 
COMBINED MOLALITIES GIVE A Oa060 MOLAL SOLUTION 
49 
Molality of Molality of Specific Conducta~ce 
Lithium Chloride Chlorosuceinie Acid in. mhos/cm2 x 10 
0006 OoOO 0,.,95 
Oo05 0"01 2"84 
Oo04 Oo02 3o55 
0.,03 0003 3.,44 
0"02 0004 2o79 
OoOl Oo05 lo60 
OoOO Oo06 0.,07 
TABLE X 
,, 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCES OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING LITHIUM 
BROMIDE AND BROMOSUCCINIC ACID VARIED SO THEIR 
COMBINED MOLALITIES GIVE A 00030 MOLAL SOLUTION 
,o 
Molality of Molality of Speeifie Conductance 
Lithium Bromide Bromosueeinie Acid in mhos/cm2 x 10~ 
0.,030 OoOQO 5 .. 82 
00025 Oo005 5o45 
!; 
00020 0,,010 4a96 
Oa015 Oa015 4a31 
00010 00020 3o47 
Oo005 00025 2o32 
OoOOO 00030 Oa06 
CH.APTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
When an organic acid is added to a lithium halide in 
dry acetone,, the specific conductance of the resulting so-
lution is higher than the sum of the specific conductance 
of the acid and the specific conductance of the lithium 
halide at the same concentrations as long as no chemical 
reaction is taking placeo 
Some type of chemical reaction is evidently taking 
place in the alkali iodide sy~temso The iodide ions can re-
act with atmospheric oxygen to form free iodine and oxygen 
ionso The free iodine may form higher polymer ionso The 
free iodine may also react with acetone to fdrm iodoacetoneo 
' If atmospheric oxygen wa.s exeluded .from ·the alkali iodide 
systems then perhaps no free iodine would form and the dis-
torting cehemical reaction would not 'take placeo 
When lithium perchlorate ls substituted for lithium 
bromide, there is slight linear decrees~ in the sp•cifie 
conductance on addi ti.on of bromosucciJ11lc aeido This decrease 
.is probably caused by the increase in viscosity .. This ex-
perimental evidence indicates that the lithium ion is not 
involved in the mechanism which causes the anomalous rise 




When dimethyl dl-bromosuccinate is added to lithium 
bromide in acetone, there is a slight linear decrease in the 
specific conductance, this is probably due to the increase 
in viscosityo This suggests that the free acid may be in-
volved in the mechanism which causes the increase in the 
specific conductance of the lithium bromide-bromosuccinie 
acid systemo 
The acids used with OoOl~molal lithium bromide may be 
rated as to acid strength by u~e of Paulingrrs eleetronega-
ti vi ty scale (38) o The acids i.n order of highest acid 
strength follow g bromosuceinic j oC' -bromo:propionie, J;i-bromo-
pionic, succinic (data for succini.c acid given in Table XXI, 
Appendix) and dimethyl dl-bromosuccinateo The conductance 
curves f"o1~ bromosuceinic acid (Figure 2) and o<"-brornopropionic 
a~id (Figure 13) are nearly alike; the rise in specific con-
ductance ls about the :same for all the p,oints on each curve" 
The curve .for fi -bromopropi.onic (Figure 14) has the 
general shape of the abcnre mentioned · curves but the whole , 
. '~ ' '. 
curve is :proportionally lowered, while suceinic acid (Table 
XXI) shows a still< iowe:rt' i1' almost .linear rise a Dimethyl dl- · 
bromosuc~inate. (FigU1"e 15} shows a linear decreaseo The 
above s:tatements·indicat,e a correlation bet;ween aeid strength 
and 'the anomalous rise in conductance" The st:ronger the acid, 
the g:reater the. I'ise., The electronegative properties of the 
l i 
acid probably facilitate the f.o:rmation of the associated 
groups which causes the rise in. ~pecifie conductance<> 
53 
The a,bnormally high ionic conductances of the·hydrogen 
ion, 349 mhos/em2, and the hydroxyl ion, 198 mhos/em2, in 
water (39) can perhaps be explained by a Grotthuss-type pro-
ton or hydroxyl ion transfer followed by rotation of the 
water molecule, but in acetone the average ion eonduetance-
viseosity product is about Oo29, whieh gives an average ion 
conductance 'of 92 mhos/em2 and'the range of ion eonductanees 
J 
is only 70 to 120 mhos/em2, (40); ·therefore the mobility of' 
different ions in acetone is nearly the same@ For instance, 
the mobilities of the hydrogen ion and the sodium ion are 
nearly the same in acetone, since their respective ionic con-
ductances are 87,,7 mhos/cm2 (41) and 83o3 nihos/em2 ,. (Tabie 
V, page 31)., 
All that the above paragraph shows is that if the num-
ber of ions i:n an. aeetone system :remains constant, then 
changes of the~ of ions will prod~ce no large change 
in conductaneeo Increased conductance should be nearly 
proportional to the increase in 'ionic concen.trationo 
The number of' ions in. the lithium bromide~bromosuoeinic 
acid and lithium ehloride-ehlorosuceinic acid systems ean be 
increased if ·the hali.de i.ons of t;he lithium hal:Lde associate 
with the hyd1•ogem ions of' the halosuceinic acid to form un-
, .. \, .. ·..,.1., 
dissociated molecules of hydrogen halide and allow more 
1ithium halide and halQsuccinic acid to dissociateo The 
proposed association will oceur if the hydrogen halide is a 
weaker acid than the halosuccinic acid in acetoneo Them.um-
ber of hydrogen haliqe m~lecules produced would be greater 
'for the stronger organic aeidso The stronger acids would 
cause a larger rise in conduet;anee since the number of 
lithium and organic aeid ions would be proportionally in-
ereasedo The flattened portion of the curve at higher aeid 
coneentration indicates that a large portion of the halide 
:i:on ,.:1,s ti.ed up in undissociated hydrogen halide molecules, 
thus; further acid additions cause smaller and smaller in-
creases in ionie co;neentrationo 
The addition of acid may slightly increase the dielec-
tric constants of the media but their increase in viscosity 
more than offsets the number of ions so produeedo The in-
creased viscosity slows the progress of the ions through the 
solutiono This effect also tends to flatten the curves at 
higher acid eoncentrationso 
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THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING 0 0 01 
MOLAL LITHIUM IODIDE PLUS VARIOUS .AMOUNTS OF 
IODOSUCCINIC ACID IN ACETONE AT 25° Co 
(Figure 1) 
Specifie 
Molality of Specific Conductance 
Molality of Iodosuecinic Conductance 4 24 Hour~ Latef;_, Lithium Iodi~ .Ac;i.d mhos/cm2 x lQ... mhos/cm x 10 
OoOl OoOO 9o07 9.,07 
OoOl Oo02 8067 Boll+ 
OoOl Oo04 8040 7.,55 
OoOl Oo06 8016 7ol2 
OoOl OolO ?"72 6,.62 
OoOl Oo.14 '7o28 6034 
OoOl Ool8 6090 6(!124 
OoOl Oo23 6055 6020 
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TABLE XII 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING OoOl 
MOLAL LITHIUM BROMIDE PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF 
BROMOSUCCINIC ACID IN ACETONE AT 25° Co 
(Figure 2) 
Mola~ity o.f Molality of Specific Conductance 























24 Hours Late;rr, 
mhos/em2 x 1£ft.~--~ _ 
Specific Conductance 
of Bromosuecinic &eid, 
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TABLE XIII 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS GONTAINING OoOl 
MOLAL LITHIUM CHLORIDE '.PLUS VARIOUS ANOUNTS OF 
CHLOROSUCCINIC ACID IN ACETONE AT 250 C,. 
(Figure 3) 
59 
Molality of Molality of Specifie Conduetpnee, 










24 Hol.ll"~ Late:ir, 














0 .. 14 















THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF ACETONE SATURATED 
WITH CESIUM FLUORIDE PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS 
. OF ADDED WATER (Figure 4) 
Amount of Water Added 















DATA FOR A FUOSS AND KRAUS PLOT (35, 36, 37) OF 
... LITHIUM CHLORIDE IN ACETONE AT 250 Co 
(Figure 7) 
61 
C x 105 t1 R ~ log R IR Z F ( Z) I\ II\ 0 
1005813901237120,956 20541316 347079 .,020143 .,9.7965 024061 
190640 2907712 859636 20466323 292063 .,023940 .,97r;75 ;.18309 
280220 2501419 -, 70,573 20424318 265065 .,026372 ,,-9732,,- 015462 
360609 2204996 60,657 20391440 246029 .,028445 097114 013837 
440559 2006362 54,45'4 20368010 233 .. 35 .,030022 .,96951 .,12691 
520340 19)+013 49,304 20346441 222005 .,031550 096793 .,11932 
720745 1605171 41,673 20309927 204014 0034318 096507 .,10158 
920417 1307228 39,482 20298201198070 0035258 .,96410 008439 
c ;( /f) 
TABLE XVI 
DATA FOR A FUOSS AND KRAUS PLOT (35, 361 37) OF 





DATA FOR A FUOSS AND KRAUS PLOT (35, 36 1 37) OF 
LITHIUM PERCHLORATE IN ACETONE AT 25° Co 
(Figure 9) 
63 
r)( 10..s- · 11 1< Ii IDs R YlF x- Fr z J /\A., 
106590 182@0059 165,850 20609831 407022 o014401 o9851J-9 o9'7481 
3o~00117901128 87,35'8 2,.47065'0 295 .. 56 0019842 .. 96996 .,95'931 
406141 17609929 61,313 2,393776 24-7062 0023684·: a97602 094796 
600028 17,01963 4Jj612 20338859 218021 0026876 .. 97275 .. 93833 
1406860 16604716 20,481' 2 .. 155676 143 .. 11 ,.040979 .. 95813 089161 
2803040 161.,9075 10,92605 20019240 104 .. 53 .. 056104 .,94221 .. 86716 
410838015805872 '7,5460710938877 .B6a87 ,.067510 092998 084938 
54~4160 15607665 5,86907 10884320 '?6062 0076541 ,.92020 .. 83963 
' . .: ~- ,. ~·-
64 
TABLE XVIII 
DATA FOR A FUOSS AND KRAUS :PLOT (35, 36 37) OF 
, SODIUM: PERCHLORATE IN ACETONE AT 256 C 0 
(Figure 9) 
(l~ 1o..tr IJ R ~ los 1? i7r z r~) Ajt,c 
20704119301395 950872 20490845 309063 0017797 098204 097265 
503793 18906242 49,088 20345482 221056 0024871 <>97480 ,.954-95 
709330 18706578 33,635 20263398 183 .. 40 0030046 ,,96948 ,,94479 
100435 18409976 23,938 2o206968 161005 ,.034216 096518 09}165 
120791 18307943 21,299 20164185 145093 0037761 .,96150 092559' 
150080 18201018 18,228 20130371134002 .. 041117 095800 091707 
17029'7 18100086 159992 20101952 126046 0043575 095543 091156 
190378 18003442 14,328 20078094 119070 0046036 @95285 090821 
TABLE XIX 
DATA FOR A FUOSS AND KRAUS PLOT (35 2 36, 37) OF 
POTASSIUM PERCHLORATE IN ACETONE AT 25° Co 
(Figure 9) 
65 
C x /() .5" A R ~ log R YR Z" ;:{~) A~o 
408146 19906372 52~095 20358398 228024 0023599 o97610 096443 
508894 19804505 42,842 20315935 206098 o026023 097363 095869 
609192 19703825 36,663 20282113 191048 0027608 097200 095354 
7o9J,.5J l96,o491,8 32,195 2025385)5 179)+J 0029462 097008 o94924 
808633 19503721.t 28,916 20230567 170005 @031087 096841 094378 
1103793 19300673 22,79120176670150020 0035196 096417 093752 
1306738'19101510 19,157 20141160 138041 0038194 (096105 092343 
1506996 19000121 16j~?85 20112410 129,,54 ,,040809 095831 091793 
/J 3 + 2. :./4 F(!-) ~ /J{>~±< .j 
.. J':: AoF{Z) (J, / X 10~- ~ kg (!IJ f(! o 'i /() -lo;/"- ,f:_ /I "- 10 1=(7.) X /() 
098804 4075702 0838669 608971 0052755 088561 408894 807207 
098466 5079906 08816'79 706151 005'8247 081488 409062 1004973 
098101 6078780 09158"73 802391 0063020 086491 409244 1201526 
097852 7074528 0944511 808006 0067315 0856414@93701307305 
097456 8063791 0968182 902935 0071085 0849014095671501814 
097236 11006478 10021974 1005189 "080458 083088 409940 1809325 
096086 13013861 1005'92'76 1104625' 0087676 081'719 500277 2202077 
095'786 15'003801 10088592 1202629 0093'797 080575 500437 2500807 
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.. TABLE XX 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS COMPOSED OF VARIOUS 









THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS COMPOSED OF VARIOUS 













mho.s/cm x 10 
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TABLE XXII 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS COMPOSED OF 0 0 0642 
MOLAL LITHIUM BROMIDE PLUS VARIOUS. AMOUNTS OF 
BROMOSUCCINIC ACID IN ACETONE AT 250 Co 
Molality of 
Molality of the Bromo-










Specifie Condue- Speeifie Condue-
tanee with Acetone tanee with Aeetone 
Containing Oo27% Containing Ooll% 
Water (Figure fr) Water (Figure 44 ) mhos/em2 x 10:, mhos/em2 x 10 
9a03 8003 
10077 9o 72 
12010 10 ... 90 
13,,12 12000 
14042 l~a30 
15018· 1 020 
15068 14070 
TABLE XXIII 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING 00 01 
MOLAL SODIUM IODIDE FLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF 












mho.r:ll/em · x 10 
24 Hour~ Late~, 











THE SPECIFIC CONDUCT4NCE OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING OoOl 
MOLAL LITHIUM BROMIDE PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF 
c::,C -BROMOPROPIONIC ACID IN ACETONE 
Molali ty o.f 
Lithium Bromide 
(Figure 14) 













4 .. 86 
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TABLE XXV 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLU'rIONS CONTAINING OoOl 
MOLAL LITHIUM BROMIDE PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF 



















mhos/em" x 10 
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TABLE XXVI 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING OoOl 
· MOLAL LITHIUM BROMIDE PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF 





0 .. 01 










Co:mductam.ee,4 mhos/cm2 :x: 10 
TABLE XXVII 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING OQOl 
MOLAL LITHIUM PERCHLORATE PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF 



















i'HE SPECIFIC CONDUCT~CE .OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING 0"05 
MOLAL LITHIUM IODIDE PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF 























mhos/e;m2 x 10j 
Specific 
Condueta.ri.ce, 
24 Hours Later, 
mhos/cm2 :x: 103 
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'r.ABLE XXIX 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS CONT.AINTNG OoOl 
MOLAL LITHIUM CHLORIDE PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF 


































24 Homrs Late~, 
mhos/~m2 x 10 
TABLE XXX 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS CONT.AINTNG 0 0 05 
MOLAL LITHIUM CHLORIDE PLUS VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF 
BROMOSUCCUHC ACID IN ACETONE AT 25° C0 
Molality of 





















TABLE XXXI · 
THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING SUCCINIC 
ACID AND THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE OF SOLUTIONS 
CONTAINING OoOl MOLAL LITHIUM BROMIDE 











ACID IN ACETONE AT 25° C0 
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